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Senior Superlatives
By: Allie Gamache

Starting from  freshman
year, students become known
for certain things that stick with
them through their senior year.

When Nov. of senior
year comes around, the seniors
vote for other senior students
to win certain superlatives.

“I’m really happy that
I won ‘most likely to make you
laugh’ because that’s what I do
best and I guess it’s what I’ve
been known for all throughout
high school,” said Courtney
Panasuk (12).

Superlatives can be
anything from friendliest to
class clown to best dressed,
giving a wide range of winners
through the senior class.

“I won ‘most likely to
be caught looking in the mirror’
and I think it’s really funny

because I care about how I look
for school and if anyone saw me
I probably would be looking in
the mirror,” said Andrew
Luciano (12).

“Being class clown is
really funny to me because
everyone says I’m a funny
person and I love making people
laugh and just being myself,”
said Brooke Eklind (12).

But not all superlatives
are just funny. Some mention
what people have done for the
school.

“I feel really proud that
I was acknowledged for all my
hard work that I did for the
school. I really enjoyed doing it
and hope everyone had a good
senior year,” said Nicole
Dotzenrod (12).

The superlatives were announced Friday, Jan. 20, 2012 and the
winners are:
Most likely to become an actor/actress: Matt Fyfe and Brianne
Akers.
Most Athletic: JJ Jolaoso and Ruby Courchesne.
Most Artistic: Matt Estey and Breanna Belanger.
Most Musical: John Clifford and Samantha Durant.
Class Flirt: Ricky Or and Jennise Morin.
Class Clown: Jeff DiCaccio and Brooke Eklind.
Best Dancer: Ryan Kheng and Marina Ching.
Best Dressed: Kevin McNamara and Ariana Faison.
Best Smile: Ryan Chipman and Lauren Cheney.
Best Eyes: Brian Souza and Karly Shea.
Best Hair: Matt Borgellas and Christina D’Aguanno.
Most Talkative: Chad Vignoni, Stacy Gillard and Jadali Burgess.
Most likely to make you laugh: Reed Perry and Courtney
Panasuk.
Most likely to be famous: Elijah Casey and Kari DiMarzio.
Most likely to be caught looking in the mirror: Andrew Luciano
and Jill Kelly.
The most school spirit: Ryan Howe and Lizzie Iadonisi.
Most likely to get a driving citation: Tyler Lindsey and Nicole
Lee.
The Quietest: Mike Cronin, Brianna and Rebecca Swierk.
Most likely to brighten your day: Watson Oscar and Melanie
Ryder.
Most likely to succeed: Brian Cox and Emily Mayer.
Most likely to cure cancer: Cleveland White and Julia Levine.
Most fun to be around: Zach Chicoine and Ashley Lameiras.
Did the most for AHS: Tom Ferraro and Nicole Dotzenrod.
Friendliest: Jake McKinnon and Jenny Burns.
Best guy/guy friends: Matt Borgellas, Sean Coughlin and JJ
Jolaoso.
Best guy/girl friends: Tyler Champagne and Melissa McNulty.
Best girl/girl friends: Taylor Beland and Jill Kelly.
Cutest Couple: Troy Martins and Martha Durex.

Class of 2011’s Superlative yearbook pages

Pictures by: Nicole Dotzenrod

A Helping Hand
By: Taylor Larson

Putting in enough
community service hours can
be difficult for many high
school students, but this is not
the case for AHS junior
Bethanne Milton. She had the
opportunity to travel to the
Dominican Republic to lend her
hand to people in need, and she
doesn’t plan on stopping
anytime soon. Milton talked
about her inspiring experience.

Milton with children from
the Dominican Republic
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“A Helping

Hand”
Continued from front page

Question: How did you get
started in your trip to the
Dominican Republic?
Answer: My mom, brother, and
sister had all gone on trips with
my church and I always wanted
to go, but I was never old
enough, so when I finally got
the opportunity I jumped at it.
Q: What is the name of your
church?
A: The Assembly of God on
Newport Ave. in South
Attleboro.
Q: Where have you traveled
and how many times?
A: I have been to the Dominican
Republic once and this summer
I am going to Nicaragua.
Q: How old were you when you
went to the Dominican
Republic?
A: I went when I was 14 but I
turned 15 during the trip.
Q: Where in the Dominican did
you stay?

A: We stayed in a pastor’s
house in San Francisco de
Macoris.
Q: How many people from your
church participated?
A: There were 14 people.
Q: What was the town you
stayed in like?
A: It was really poor. The
sewage system was on the side
of the street. Their “security
system” was a concrete wall
around their home with broken

glass sticking out from the top
to keep people from trying to
break in.
Q: What tasks did your church
take part in to help out the
town?
A: We delivered rice to different
churches in the area. We taught
Bible stories, watched movies,
did object lessons, played
games, and gave out candy. But
the winter team, that is made up
of only adults, built a school

Map of Dominican Republic

AHS Girls Gymnastics Team
By: Alanis Tirabassi

The AHS Girls Gymnastics team in a huddle before
their first meet against Mansfield High School
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The AHS Girls
Gymnastic’s Team has high
hopes for the 2011-2012 season
as they face the competitive
Hockomock League with
threats like Mansfield High
School as well as Sharon High
School. The team is looking to
improve their record from last
year along with the All Around
team score.

“I think we are going
to do very well not only because
of the amount of talent we have,
but because we really click as a
team. Scoring a higher score our
first meet than all of last year’s
scores shows that we really
have the perseverance to
prosper in the upcoming meets.
Hard work, cooperation, and
diligence will contribute to a

great season,” said our other
captain, Ruby Courchesne (12).

In the 2010-2011
season the Bombardier’s
scored their highest all around
team score of a 129.4 against
the King Philip Warriors at
home. During the ladies first
meet of the 2011-2012 season
against Mansfield High school,
the girls collectively scored a
130.6 all around score.
Although suffering a loss
against MHS (135.55-130.6), the
team was happy, and has
already beat their highest score
from last season, which was a
129.4.

 “I think this season is
going to go really good for us
as a team as long as we keep
working hard. We had a really

good showing against
Mansfield while one of our best
girls was hurt. I think it’ll be a
good season if we can just keep
it together,” said Meri Moreau
(11), one of the teams all around
gymnasts.

“I am actually pretty
confident that the team will turn
out great! Our team is stronger

and more skilled than the past
years which is a positive, so
there will be multiple wins to
hope for,” said Brooke Eklind
(12), one of the team captains.

This season the girl’s
team had several meets against
the Hockomock League’s
Mansfield, Sharon, North
Attleboro, Oliver Ames, King
Philip Regional, and Canton
high schools. The very last meet
of the season, the Hockomock
League Championship, will be
held at Mansfield and King
Philip’s home gym, Arnold’s
Gymnastics Academy, in
Mansfield.

“I think that the
gymnastics team is going to do
very good because we have a
lot of hard working and talented
girls,” said Hayley Ricci (9)
recovering from an injury.

“The gymnastics team
this season will be a force to be
reckoned with because of our
diversity of gymnasts,
strength, and talent,” said
Rachel Marcoccio (10), a
competitor on vault.

In the team’s second
meet of the season against
North Attleboro, the girls
continued to improve their all
around score, finishing at a

and church for them.
Q: Did you interact with the
children there a lot? If so, what
were they like?
A: Yeah, they were so grateful.
They had the same types of
personalities as kids here, but
they didn’t complain. They all
had such big hearts. One kid
told my friend that he waited all
year for us to go back because
we are his best friends.
Q: What were the differences
in their culture and lifestyle that
really stuck out to you?
A: Family really is the most
important thing to them. They
make you a part of their family
even for the short time you are
there. What stood out even
more is their lack of sense of
time. By that I mean they don’t
rush anything. They would say
“Alright we are leaving to go to
the hill top in ten minutes,” and
we wouldn’t leave for an hour
and a half.
Q: What have you taken away
from the experience?
A: It has given me people-
experience that I never would

have gotten otherwise. It
showed me how needy some of
the people in the world are, but
most of all I learned that I need
to keep going on these trips
because it really does make a
difference. If all I did was bring
a smile to one child’s face, or
bring one child to Christ, it’s all
worth it, because I helped
change that child’s life.
Q: What are you most looking
forward to about traveling to
Nicaragua this summer?
A: I’m looking forward to
meeting the people, learning
their culture, and just spending
time with them.

Anyone is capable of
making a difference in their own
way; all it takes is initiating that
first step. Many churches and
organizations provide the
opportunity to travel to under-
privileged countries. For more
information on how to become
an active volunteer visit South
Attleboro Assembly of God’s
website (<http://saaog.net/>).

133.65 and winning their first
meet of the season 133.65-
127.15.

“This season our team
will do amazing! We have great
team contributors with loads of
talent,” said Nicolle St. Cyr (9)
a competitor on floor, bars, and
beam.

The team’s third meet
was against Oliver Ames, at
Spectrum Gymnastics Inc. in
Brockton, Mass. The team is
looking forward to improving
their record and to qualify in the
MIAA sectionals in February.

Team members include
seniors Ruby Courchesne,
Brooke Eklind, and Lisa Maher;
juniors Allison Lavoie, Meri
Moreau, Ali Jenson, Megan
Aspinwall, Katrina Ogden, and
Monica Perdomo; sophomores
Alanis Tirabassi, Rachel
Marcoccio, Mackenzie Parker,
Shira Pascal, and Jessica
Nguyen; and freshmen Nicolle
St. Cyr, Hayley Ricci, Sarah
Ayoub, Emily Belden, and
Jenny Aspinwall. The coaches
are Noelle and Rich Butler.

To become a member
of the team in the 2012-2013
season sign up in Athletic
Director Mr. Mark Houle’s
office.

Date: Time: Opponent:      Score:
Thursday 1/5 5 p.m. vs. Mansfield High school      130.6
Friday 1/13 5 p.m. vs. North Attleboro High School      133.65
Tuesday 1/24 5 p.m. vs. Canton High School      126.4
Saturday 1/28 4:30 p.m. @ King Philip Regional High School      130.825
Tuesday 1/31 7 p.m. vs. Oliver Ames High School      133.85
Tuesday 2/7 7:30 p.m. @ Sharon High School      129.15
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“I like the idea of trimesters because we will be
able to take more classes. Blocks will also be less

time, and that’s nice.” Max Lancaster (10)

Word on the Street: Trimesters
By: Taylor Larson

Rumors are part of the
high school experience. Once
started, they spread rapidly,
and people have a tendency
to believe them, without
knowing if they’re true.

At the beginning of
this school year, students
began to hear a rumor about
trimesters. Even without much
knowledge on what
“trimesters” meant for the
school or any confirmation on
whether or not the rumor was

true, students were sent into a
frenzy. As the year progressed,
the administration informed
faculty and students that
trimesters would indeed be
initiated for the 2012-2013
school year.

Trimesters at AHS will
mean that instead of having two
90-day semesters with four 84
minute blocks each, the
schedule will be organized into
three 60-day sections with five

shorter classes each day.
Ideally, this new system will
allow students more flexibility
in electives and encourage
more participation in AP courses
with 15 blocks allotted to each
student a year instead of 8.

The level of difficulty
of the class and whether it’s an
elective or core class will
determine how many trimesters
the class will last. For example,
a college level elective would

only last a single trimester of 60
days. An honors level course
would be two trimesters for a
total of 120 days, while AP
courses will continue for 180
days or three trimesters.

Details regarding the
CTE program’s classes, many of
which need consecutive blocks
in a single trimester, and the
order that classes will appear in
schedules, are still being
worked out. However, even with

this new information about
how trimester schedules will
play out, students and faculty
remain very opinionated
about the topic.

Two of the most
common concerns with more
classes are the increased
homework and that schedules
will be too confusing to follow.
Many students are just
anxious to see how trimesters
will directly affect them.

“I think trimesters are a good idea. The classes are going
to be shorter, who doesn’t want that? More electives
will also make my schedule a little easier instead of all
AP and Honors classes. I think once the issues are worked
out, everyone will get used to trimesters. Some people
may like them more than others but it’ll become normal
for everyone,” said Emma Szczesny (11).

“I think trimesters are good because we can
take more classes,” said Madie Houle (11).

“I think it’s a bad decision because trimesters
equal more homework and more courses for
everyone,” said Ann Spence (10).

“I’m against trimesters because it’s going to make
the classes shorter each day. It will turn into chaos,”
said Kyle Gordon (10).

“I don’t want to be stuck in a CTE class for two
hours when I can be taking other classes,” said
Sam Annessi (11).

“Trimesters are good for students because they
allow for more student choices regarding electives
and AP courses,” said English teacher Mr. James
Clarke.

“I love it [trimesters]. I will see my students for more
days, 120 compared to 90. (Depending on the course
it could be 180 compared to 90). I feel that I sometimes
waste time with the 84 minute blocks, but on half
days with 50 minutes I am all business,” said teacher
math Mrs. Darbie Sawyer.

“The benefits are many. It addresses many of the concerns
that have come up over the past few years. They
[trimesters] will allow greater access to our AP courses,
greater access to the CTE program, greater access to the
upper levels of foreign language, and greater access to
courses related to art and music. They will allow students
a greater choice with five classes and provide more
electives as students will see, and also gear choices for
juniors and seniors towards interests they plan to pursue
after high school. Hopefully it will allow us to do a better
job tailoring to what students will need,” said assistant
principal Mr. David Sawyer.

Students may stress more
over homework with

trimesters.
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Trimester Requestor
By: Jamie Johnson

            When I first came to
Attleboro High, I immediately
liked the fact that there were
only four classes in a day. Even
if they were close to two hours
long, it meant that I would only
have homework for four
classes.
            Some days I would
only have homework for two
classes, and then I would have
the rest of the day to do
whatever I wanted. With
trimesters, however, there will
be five classes a day, meaning
more homework and less
personal time.
            Students already have

to balance so much:
extracurricular activities,
sports, community service,
jobs, homework, etc. Now we
have to deal with another class
added to our already heavily
burdened schedules.

Also with trimesters,
electives will be shortened from
one semester to a single
trimester. Some teachers barely
have enough time to finish the
material in a semester, never
mind in one trimester.

I know for a fact that I
like electives better than regular
classes because they’re
entertaining and students sign

up for them because they want
to take them, not like regular
math, English, science, and
history courses, where it’s
mandatory that students take a
certain number of classes in
order to graduate.

What about the fact
that students now have to take
gym all four years of high
school? Certain people love
gym while others do not. Why
should it be mandatory for all
students to take gym all four
years? Gym will take up one
trimester for each year of high
school. It should be optional so

that people, who don’t enjoy
gym can opt out while those
who do can gladly participate.

Foreign language will
also be required for two years
of high school but colleges
recommend four years of the
same language. Trimesters are
forcing students to participate
in these classes, which take up
two trimesters every year. Now,
on top of all the mandatory
classes, students will be
required to take a foreign
language as well, leaving little
room for electives or the
classes they want to take.
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The Variety Show is an annual event that
showcases skills of Attleboro High School students.
This year it included people singing, rapping, acting,
and rocking out on stage. In total it had 19 different
acts, nine in the beginning part of the show, then ten
more after the 15 minute intermission.

Members of the AHS Class of 2012 Council
The total money made goes to the senior class for their
graduation events.

Math teacher Mr. Alan Weintraub and SAT
Prep teacher Mr. Jim Clarke were in charge. There
was one host each for the junior and senior class. The
junior class host was Armani Flores and the senior class
host was Elijah Casey.

The Variety Show
By: Darvin Lopez

   “I didn’t feel a bit nervous going up,
 I was more excited than anything.”

- Madison Thomas (10)

“My first time performing in
front of people and I just did

my own thing.”
-Terrance Gathers (10)

   “I think we did good with the little rehersal we had and I just
went out their and have fun dancing with my friends.”

- Monica Sar (9)

   “I did exactly what I did at
Mr. AHS and I will continue

dancing for everyone.”
-Dara Sim  (10)

   “ I have been performing in
front of the school for a while I’m
glad I’ve done it over the years.”

-Matt Leblanc (12)

 

Diana Sar, Monica Sar, Alyna Oul

Performed with
Nick Flickfelt

   “I have been
playing guitar for a

while I just wanted to
show everyone what

I can do.”
- Joey Pignatone (9)

    Edition 3        Winter 2012
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Hosts

 

Anthony Casadonte

Ali Jenson

“It was an honor to be chosen by my
classmates and teachers to be a host for
the variety show,” said Elijah Casey (12).

 Justin
Giroir

Alyssa Germaine

R.J Hall

Ariana Debairos

Project Unite

Megan Cirino

 Other Performers:
Ta’Shana Brown
Yolanda Boateng
Shannon Fisk

Crystal Aldana
Jakob Carlson &
Gage Killion
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2011 AHS Football Season

By: Tim Walsh

AHS Varsity Football Team in a huddle before playing against Feehan

The Blue Bombardiers
of Attleboro had a winning
season but a disappointing one
at the same time, due to the
preseason expectations of team
members.

“We had high
expectations for this season
and overall, we did not meet
them. It just goes to show you
that hard work and discipline
pay off, two of our
weaknesses,” said Captain and
quarterback Chris Walsh (12).

That was the story of
the 2011 AHS football season.
As most fans would agree, it
was overall a disappointing
season for the Big Blue, ending
with a 7-4 record, not what team
members predicted.

“Before the season
even began I was thinking we
were going to have a historic
team with all of our talent. I had
us at about 10-1,” said Walsh.

The loss to Dartmouth
in the second game of the
season immediately brought
playoff hopes down. Mansfield
handed the Bombardiers their
second loss as the team almost
gave up on those hopes.

“Our team was
definitely sad after the loss to
Mansfield; it was very
devastating for us. We knew
that two losses in the
Hockomock wasn’t going to
cut it, which was hard to accept

because of our high
expectations for this year” said
defensive tackle Jake
McKinnon (12).

The offense this year
was good. Attleboro had many
weapons but only scored an
average of 21 points per game.

Malique Clark (11), J.J.
Jolaoso (12), Tyler Lindsey (12),
Chris Walsh (12), Cleveland
White (12), Zach Schwieger (12)
and others scored during the
season. The combination of
speed around the edges and
strong, powerful linemen put
forth a good offensive season.

“Offensively, we were
explosive at times and had a
good balance of the run and the
pass, led by our senior class,”
said Coach Mr. Kevin
Deschenes.

On the defensive side
of the ball, Coach Matt Bosh
did a solid job in preparing the
team for each game. The
defense allowed on average
about 16 points per game, which
is a job well done against the
powerful Hockomock offenses
Attleboro faced throughout the
year.

Seniors Brandon
Mooney, Sean Coughlin, Matt
Borgellas, Chad Vignoni, and
Zach Morrison led the defense.

“The defense was

 aggressive and improved from
last year with valuable
contributions from our
defensive linemen, linebackers,
and defensive backs, who
surrendered 180 points this
season in a bend-don’t-break
defense, as opposed to last
year’s 256 points allowed,” said
Deschenes.

With the top stats of
the season, Clark had 1,063
yards on the ground and 319
yards receiving. His
touchdown total was 15 (10
rushing and 5 receiving).

 Jolaoso totaled 502
rushing yards and 114 receiving
yards. He had eight
touchdowns, all of them
rushing.

Walsh threw for 851
yards and ran for 212. His
passing touchdown total was
nine and rushing touchdown
total was two.

On the defensive side,
Mooney led the team with 89
total tackles and one sack,
White had three interceptions,
and Walsh had two.

Defensive end Shawn
Reardon (10) led the team with
two forced fumbles and two
fumble recoveries.

Three sets of brothers
were on the team this year: Ray
and Joe Russas, Luke and Zach
Morrison and Chris and Tim
Walsh. Chris, Zach and Ray are
all seniors while Luke, Joe and
Tim are sophomores.

“It sure was a fun
season to watch from the
sidelines with both of my boys
on the same team. Chris had a
lot of fun despite coming up
short on his expectations and
Tim had fun as well. The PAT’s
were very fun to watch for me
and now I only have one child
left in the system, it’ll be sad

without Chris there,” said Chris
and Tim’s mother, Nancyann
Walsh.

“We had a lot of great
games this season and
obviously we would like to
have some back, but the kids
fought hard all year. We started
off good with the victory over
Feehan, it really got us going,
but even though we ended the
season with a disappointing
loss to North Attleboro, the
players had another winning
season at 7-4. As for the JV and
Freshmen teams, they also had
winning seasons, the JV at 10-0
and Freshmen at 6-5. With all
teams having winning seasons,
we are looking to have more
success in the future,” said
Deschenes.

The season was a
winning one and from the talk
of the players, it was a fun one.
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ImPACT Test
By: Ben McAndrews

The Immediate Post-
Concussion Assessment and
Cognitive Testing is now a
necessity at Attleboro High
School for sports. The test
assists athletic trainers and
physicians in deciding when a
player can return to playing after
a concussion.

The test is extremely
important because if players
return to playing before fully
recovering, it can affect the rest
of their lives.

A concussion is a
bump to the head that is
physically unnoticeable. The
test checks the five major
abilities of the brain that could
be affected by a concussion:
attention span, working
memory, sustained and
selective attention time,
response variability, and
reaction time. AHS Athletic
Director Mr. Mark Houle said,
“A lot of the recourses show it
helps the well being of the
students,” adding, “It has given
us a tool that helps assess the
injuries of our athletes.”

Concussions are more
common than most people

think. According to the Arizona
Sports Concussion Center, ten
percent of all students who
participate in a contact sport
receive concussions. Football
players need to be especially
careful because 63 percent of
all concussions come from
football according to ImPACT
Test.com. Football lineman
Matt Bray (10) said, “I’m glad
they will know for sure.”

 All students are
required to take the ImPACT
test before they can begin a
sport.  After a player receives a
concussion he/she takes the
test again to see if there is a
difference in the scores. If it is a
substantial difference then the
coaches and trainers know the
player isn’t ready to come back.
If the score is similar to the

original one, then the player is
ready to play again. AHS track
coach Sandy Paon said, “If it is
going to help the students then
I think it’s a great idea.”

The test, well trusted
and proven to show symptoms
of a concussion, is used by high
schools across the nation, and
throughout sports including the
NFL, NHL, and U.S. soccer
teams. Josh Silva (10) said, “I
will definitely feel better about
coming back if I ever got a
concussion.”

Students appreciate
the fact that the school is doing
more to provide safety for them.
A baseball and basketball player
Aidan Debeau (10) said, “I think
it’s a good idea, because if I ever
got hurt I would want them to

be sure that I could come back.”

Immediate Post-Concussion Assessment and Cognitive Testing
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The Jitters
By: Alanis Tirabassi

(Left to right) Katrina Ogden, Alanis Tirabassi, and
Allison Lavoie relaxing after performing floor

routines

At one time or another
everyone experiences “the
jitters.” Whether it’s before a
big game, an important test, or
a presentation, the jitters are
part of life. For some people,
having the butterflies can cause
stress, or throw off their
concentration.

When nerves start to
set in, they aren’t too intense.
Over thinking every possible
situation can make anxiety
worse, especially the closer the

event comes, which only
increases those butterflies.

“I get nervous
sometimes during track, but
only when I know the other
team has a really good opponent
going against me,” said Olivia
Mayer (10).

Many people who
become nervous deal with their
nerves differently. For some

See “Jitters”
Continued on page 6
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what they eat, wear, or listen to
before the event can help them
overcome the jitters. What
works for one person may not
work for another.

“I get nervous before
field hockey games. I have to
listen to certain songs because
it pumps me up,” said Alexa
Harvey (10).

Meri Moreau (11) said,
“I always eat pasta the night
before a gymnastics’ meet, and
before competing I visualize my
routines.”

“One ritual I do before
a field hockey game is to wear
the same ribbon and hair elastic
I wore when I scored my first
goal,” said Mackenzie Parker
(10).

Having the jitters only
happens sometimes and for
some people, but when
important people are watching
the worries kick in. When part
of a team, it’s important not to
want to disappoint teammates/
coaches, or anyone important

“Jitters”
Continued from page 5

such as college scouts or
family.

“I get nervous before
every gymnastics meet
because not only is it a solo
sport but it is also a team sport,
and I don’t want to let my
teammates or coaches down,”
said Rachel Marcoccio (10).

Another reason
people become nervous is
when they are striving to do
their best. Trying to beat an
individual best is a challenge.
“I get nervous before every
track meet, because I might
mess up or let my team down,
but I try to stay positive and
think that I can beat them and
try not to think of how they
could be better. I always try to
get my PR (personal best),”
said Janessa Rollins-Santos
(10).

Once the big event is
over, the jitters settle down and
disappear but they are sure to
return. Try listening to relaxing
music, eating something
healthy, taking a short walk, or
most importantly, thinking
positive thoughts to help calm
nerves.

Lucky to be a Boston Sports Fan
By: Ben McAndrews

Patriots, Red Sox, Bruins and Celtics cha,pion trophies

Boston has a lot of
success when it comes to
sports. Boston teams have
collected 34 total
championships since 1914,
which trails only New York
with 55.

Fans have been
lucky to have a Red Sox team
that won the World Series in
2004 that ended the “curse.”
Since then the team has been
one of the best teams in the
Major Leagues. Boston won
the World Series again in 2007.
“Since I have been alive, I have
seen the Red Sox win two
World Series.” Said Attleboro
High School Sophomore
Aidan Debeau.

The Boston Celtics
have a total of 17
championships, which is the
most in the NBA. The Celtics
most recent win was in 2008
where the team beat the Los
Angeles Lakers. The “Big
Three” has made the Celtics a
better team. Since then the

Celtics have been a hard team
to beat. AHS sophomore Tom
Copithorne said, “The Celtics
have become my favorite
Boston team because I like the
way they always do well.”

The Bruins won the
most recent Stanley Cup in
2011, beating the Vancouver
Canucks in seven games to win
their first Stanley Cup since
1972. They are trying to make a
run at a second straight Stanley
Cup victory.

AHS sophomore Cam
Hutcheon said, “The Bruins
had a really good team last year

and they look really good this
year too.”

The New England
Patriots have had the most
recent success out of all of
the New England teams,
winning in 2002, 2004 and
2005. The Patriots have the
most Super Bowl
Appearances in the past
twenty five years. New
England set the record for the
most Super Bowl wins in a
decade from 2001-2010 with
three. The Patriots are also
playing in the 2012 Super
Bowl against the New York
Giants on Feb. 5.

AHS sophomore
Jarred McKearney said, “We
are really lucky to have teams
that do as well as they do. I’m
glad we don’t live in a place
that has terrible teams.”

 In the last decade
Boston sports have had
seven championships, which
is more than any other city or
state.
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College Football Playoff System
By: Tim Walsh

The Bowl
Championship Series (BCS)
should implement a playoff
system into college football.
The bowl system does not give
the top teams in the nation an
equal chance to make it to the
national championship because
of their elaborate selection
system, leaving the teams of
non-BCS conferences virtually
out of the picture, even if they
don’t lose a game the entire
season.

The BCS decides
which teams go to which bowl
games. The group has a process
with many qualifications to
determine these matchups,
which is so complicated they
use a computer.

“To this day I don’t
truly understand the BCS
selection system, there are too
many components in the
process for most sports fans
to understand,” said Brandon
Pleas (10).

Boise State and Texas
Christian University (TCU) are
two teams that have not made
the national championship
because of the teams they play
against and the conferences
they are in. Both of these teams
went undefeated in a season
but still didn’t make the
national championship.

The BCS could
implement a playoff style
similar to college basketball’s

March Madness, which gives 64
teams an opportunity to show
their best in a single elimination
tournament.

It would be a much
more exciting way of deciding the
national champion because there
are always upset possibilities.
For example, many people
wanted George Mason to win the
national championship because
of their low seed in 2006, or
wanted Butler to win when they
made the Final Four in 2010.

George Mason ended
up losing the first game in the
Final Four, but they had a very
low chance of winning in the first
place because of their extremely
low eleven seed.

BCS Logo
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As for Butler, they
reached the national
championship and only lost by
two points in a last second
thriller.

“The most memorable
time in college sports was the
time Butler played in the
national championship; I called
them going and all my friends
can verify it. Upsets are the
best, there should be a playoff
system for college football, it’d
make college football much
more interesting,” said E.J.
Santarpio (10).

“Butler in the national
championship was one of the
most exciting things that I have
witnessed in my life. It brought

to my attention that college
football should have playoffs.
Upsets are the best, and college
football doesn’t give them the
opportunity to happen,” said
Brandon Tetu (10).

“It’s the fans that
matter in sports now, so as a fan,
the playoff system is definitely
something I would want.
Football is all about the
playoffs; the best teams make it
and the best team prevails. They
should give teams more of a
chance to prove they’re the
best,” said Thomas Burns (10).

Fans, fans, fans. That’s
what drives sports, so maybe
the BCS will eventually
consider a new playoff system.

Bruins, Celtics, Red Sox, and Patriots logos
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Valentine’s Day
By: Heather Trask

At the beginning of
every New Year, stores break
out the pink heart shaped boxes
of expensive candy, dozens of
pink and red roses, and human
sized stuffed animals meaning
one thing – Valentine’s Day is
around the corner.

The day is named after
an early Christian martyr named
Saint Valentine, and was
established in 496 AD. The day
first became associated with
romantic love in the middle
ages, when the tradition of
chivalrous love flourished.

Feb. 14 symbolizes a
day of love with people
showing affection for one
another by romantic dinners,
lavish gifts, and cheesy love
cards known as “valentines.” If
someone is in a relationship,
celebrating Valentine’s Day
comes with the territory.

Valentine’s Day is the
second largest card-exchanging
holiday next to Christmas. It’s
no wonder why according to
Questionfish.com, Hallmark
made as much as $13.7 billion
last Valentine’s Day (<http://
w w w. q u e s t i o n f i s h . c o m /
askaquestion-3423>).

A survey of 100
people, 50 females and 50 males,
stretching across high school
grades, showed that 45 percent
of teens enjoy Valentine’s Day,
43 percent do not, and the
other12 percent do not mind the
holiday one way or another.

“I don’t hate
Valentine’s Day but it’s not
really my favorite holiday either,
the day doesn’t feel any
different to me. I appreciate my
girlfriend every day and don’t
feel the need to just do it on
that one certain day,” said
Anthony Restrepo (10).

Out of 50 girls, 72
percent were hopeless
romantics and thought the
holiday was all about love,
while 18 percent feel that it’s a
reminder that they’re single and
that it’s pointless. Only 10
percent stayed neutral on this
subject.

“It’s a pointless
holiday; you should appreciate
your significant other every day
not just that one day. It seems
like an excuse for couples to
slack on showing that they love
each other,” said Courtney
Girouard (12).

Out of 50 boys, only
18 percent like spoiling and

showing appreciation for their
girlfriends while 68 percent feel
that their girlfriends expect
lavish gifts and that this
holiday has no point.

“It’s kind of like a stab
at the single people, seeing all
the decorations and couples
exchanging gifts; it’s like
Valentine’s Day is a crude
reminder that you’re alone,”
said Brendan Quilty (12).

On Valentine’s Day, 46
percent of girls plan on
spending time with their
boyfriends, 34 percent plan on
doing nothing, and 20 percent
plan on hanging with friends.
For boys, 62 percent plan on
spending time with their

girlfriends while 38 percent plan
on doing nothing.

“Valentine’s Day is
nothing special to me; it’s
honestly just another day in my
world. I plan on going to
school, then work, then
hanging out with my boyfriend
like I do every other day,” said
Danielle Houle (11).

Money wise, 39
percent of teens (girls and
boys) are not sure on how much
they’ll spend while 15 percent
of teens plan on spending
between $50 and $100. 43
percent of teens plan on not
spending anything on gifts,
while only 3 percent of girls

plan on spending between $10
and $30.

“I don’t like spending
a ton of money on Valentine’s
Day because it’s not that big of
a holiday, when I have a
girlfriend I usually buy her
flowers and a card,” said Tom
Robinson (9).

For gifts, 64 percent of
girls prefer jewelry and flowers,
22 percent of girls prefer candy
or stuffed animals, and only 14
percent of girls have no
preference. Making life more
difficult, 100 percent of boys are
not sure what they would like
for Valentine’s Day.

“I like when my
boyfriend gets me something
really special for Valentine’s
Day; we always do something
special on that day, usually we
go out to dinner and exchange
gifts,” said Hailey Canning (9).

When it comes to
giving, 58 percent of girls are
not sure what to give this year,
24 percent plan on giving their
boyfriends something small but
meaningful, and 18 percent plan
on not giving anything. 67
percent of guys prefer giving
jewelry and flowers, only 16
percent of boys enjoy
showering their girlfriend’s in
all types of gifts, and 17 percent
plan on spending nothing.

“I like giving my
girlfriend some type of jewelry,
flowers, and something else
meaningful; we’ve been
together over two years now
and I love seeing her smile so I
spoil her as much as possible,”
said Kevin Maggiore (11).

Whether it’s a hot air
balloon ride with a romantic
picnic, a stay at home dinner
and a movie, or just a card with
a love note, it’s important to
remind your significant other
that they’re special.

Gifts for Valentine’s Day

Skype
By: Allie Gamache

Can’t be with a loved one this Valentine’s Day?
Skype is a great way to connect

Want a way to stay
connected to someone when
you’re hundreds or even
thousands of miles away? All
you need is a computer, a
webcam and yourself to begin.

Skype, rated the
number one online conference
call service according to
Geekers Magazine.com is the
best way to stay connected.

Haley Arsenault (10)
said, “I love using Skype. I use
it a lot to talk to my friends and
family.”

Elena Galindo (10)
said, “I like the way I can stay
connected to people even when
they are far away from me.”

Skype has many
accessible features not only for
the computer, but also for most
cell phones. Also available from
Skype are calling mobiles or
landlines for just 2.3¢ per
minute with Skype Credit. If
subscribing to Skype, there are
four choices to choose from,
including Unlimited US and
Canada, which is $2.99 a month
with unlimited calls to the
United States and Canada.

Unlimited North
America is $7.99 a month with
unlimited calls to the United
States, Canada and some
Mexican cities. Unlimited World
is $13.99 a month has unlimited
calls to North America and 40
other countries, and Unlimited
World Extra is $19.99 a month
with unlimited calls to 40 extra
countries and $15 worth of
Skype credit.

Science teacher Ms.
Deanea Wells-Scott said, “I use
Skype to video chat my
brothers in Colorado. I use
Skype with my son to video chat
his grandparents who we don’t
see as much because they live
in Florida.”

Calling Skype to
mobile isn’t the only way Skype
works. Skype works from PC to

PC for free. Download Skype by
going to <http://
www.skype.com/intl/en-us/
features/allfeatures/skype-to-
skype-calls/> and clicking “get
Skype.” The download process
for Skype takes about five-ten
minutes. Once downloaded,
Skype is usable and calls can
be made to anyone else who has
it.

Spanish teacher Mr.
David Seavy uses Skype
mobile. “I use Skype to talk to
my friends in Spain. I have an
app on my iPhone that allows
me to use it anywhere.”

Dean Mrs. Ann
Montagano said, “I like the idea
of Skype, being able to use it
but I think parents should
monitor who they are skyping
with because it can be
dangerous.”

The main question
asked when downloading
Skype is:

Q: My laptop/PC
doesn’t come with a webcam.

A: Most laptops
today have built in webcams,
but if yours doesn’t, webcams
are sold for as little at $20.
Attachable webcams can be
inserted into a USB port.

Skype can also be
assessable for television. For
most Samsung and Panasonic
televisions, Skype can be easily
downloaded. The Panasonic
includes: HD video calling, full-
screen video calling, and
accessing information, social
networks and more through
VieraCast™. Samsung includes
high quality video calling, and
accessing to information,
games, shopping, and more.
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Relationships
Have you ever been in an unhealthy relationship? Think about it. An

unhealthy relationship could involve a boyfriend or girlfriend, a friendship, family

issues, or even a teacher.

These interactions can be emotionally draining, and sometimes are

impossible to get away from.  Once you think about it, many people can say

they’ve been in an unhealthy situation at one point. So what makes a relationship

healthy or unhealthy? Check out advice from your peers.

My mom is my best friend; I can talk to her about anything. Whenever I’m

having a problem she’s always there for me and I can talk to and trust her with

every word I say. She acts like a friend, but acts like a parent when necessary,

which I love about her. I appreciate my mom so much, and feel so blessed to have

her. – Heather Trask (12)

Determining whether or not a relationship is healthy depends on comfort.

If there is ever a time when you feel uncomfortable with a person in a given situation,

the relationship may be unhealthy. Due to traumatic events in my childhood,

sometimes I have difficulty with trust. I’m very lucky to be able to fully trust my

boyfriend of almost a year.  If there are doubts or concerns in your mind, trust them,

don’t suppress them. - Nicole Dotzenrod (12)

A healthy relationship I have is with my mother. We are typically very

happy around each other. It’s always normal to have a few fights here and there,

but it is nice to have someone who brightens your day every time you see them. -

Tim Walsh (10)

I think that a healthy relationship with someone involves honesty. If

someone is honest to you, then usually you have more respect for that person. I

think I have a good relationship with my family because they are honest. They will

always tell me what they think and I respect them for that. I think honesty makes

the best relationships. – Ben McAndrews (10)

When I was younger I had a friendship that, looking back, was unhealthy.

My friend and I were very close and we hung out a lot, but as our friendship

progressed, my friend decided she could control our friendship. Before I knew it we

did everything that my friend wanted and I was pressured into decisions I would

never have made on my own. Now, I always stand up for myself and am not afraid

of my friend’s reactions. – Taylor Larson (11)

The healthiest relationship I have with someone would be with my sister.

She is someone I see as a role model and a person I look up to. If I ever needed

Victoria Lane & AHS Journalism Students

anything, I know I could ask my sister, whether it’s advice or an outrageous

question, she would always have the right answer. She is someone I can trust

with my life and someone I’d do anything for. - Alanis Tirabassi (10)

What makes a healthy relationship is giving each other space. Just

because you’re in a relationship doesn’t mean you can hound over the other

person. You should be able to go out and do your own thing, as well as the

other person and trust them. Building  trust is the main thing in a relationship

because it allows both people to not feel obligated to talk or see each other  24/

7, which is not healthy for any relationship. - Allie Gamache (11)

My mom is one of the most trustworthy people I know, I can tell her

anything. She’s like a best friend. I can always  count on her when I need her,

through thick and thin times. I love my mom, what can I say, I don’t know what

I would do without her. – Darvin Lopez (10)

I was in an unhealthy relationship with my friend once. She would

show little interest in what I was saying, yet she expected my full attention for

whatever she said. She would make fun of me all the time, and most of the time

I knew she was joking, but other times, what she said actually hurt, even

though she didn’t realize it. - Jamie Johnson (10)

I have never been in an unhealthy relationship, but I have seen people

go through them. They are not something that is good to be in. If you are in

one I suggest you end it right away. Staying in an unhealthy relationship is the

worst thing you can do. All it does is build drama in your life. If you don’t want

to end it because you are scared of the reaction of your partner, ask for help.

Many adults will understand what you’re going through and will provide

information to help you end the relationship. - Zack Kuse (10)

The only harmful relationship I can remember involved my eighth

grade English teacher in California. She made it hard for me to learn because

she was so rude, and we had many arguments. Instead of teaching, she would

tell us stories about her life, and slept in class. She would make hateful remarks

about her students, and was an overall terrible teacher. – Mackenzie Hannigan

(10)

My last relationship was unhealthy. The guy was controlling and he

didn’t trust me to hang out with anyone else, other than him. He always tried to

change how I acted and the people I hung out with. I eventually realized I

deserved better and we broke up. My advice to anyone in an unhealthy

relationship is to break it off as soon as possible; changing for anyone is

unnecessary. - Emily Lacourse (11)
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Truths about Eating Disorders
By: Nicole Dotzenrod

Shocking discovery: A
blog called http://pro-a-n-a-
blog.tumblr.com is a pro-
anorexia web page. The title,
“there will be bones,” precedes
pages filled with pictures of
skin-and-bones girls. The motto
states that “anything above a
size 2 is disgusting.”

In between pictures of
unhealthy girls, a picture is
posted of a healthy body. The
caption will read something
along the lines of, “Fat, fat, fat!
This is disgusting!” The most
shocking picture was a near-
skeleton girl and the caption
read, “She only died because
she didn’t take her vitamins.”
This blog (which is run by a
teenage girl, and is by no means
factual) actually persuades girls
to become thin through
anorexia, or “Ana,” as the blog
refers to the disease, but
according to the blog, “Ana” is
not a disease.

“Volitional, proactive
anorexia is not a disease or a
disorder. It is not to be
confused with ED-anorexia; it
is not something invasive,
which one “suffers from.”
There are no victims here. It is a
lifestyle choice that begins and
ends with a particular faculty
human beings seem in
drastically short supply of
today: the will,” the blog states.

“I am very disturbed
that there are “blogs” that
promote eating disorders. But
social media can very be
irresponsible and dangerous,
and these blogs are an example
of that,” said AHS Health
Coordinator Deborah Ebert.

The blog is also pro-
Bulimia, or “Mia,” as it refers to
the potentially deadly disease.
Pro-a-n-a-blog provides its
followers with reasons not to
eat, “motivation,” tips on hiding
anorexia and bulimia, and a list
of reasons “why fat people are
disgusting.”

These blogs attack
others on a painfully regular
basis, encouraging unhealthy
and life-threatening behavior,
and could ruin someone’s
chance of overcoming their
eating disorder.

The administrator of
another one of these blogs, at
canweeverchange.tumblr.com,
is an anonymous 17 year old girl
from Australia. When asked
what it is like to have an eating
disorder, she said, “It takes
over your life and you can’t

focus on anything else but
losing weight or food or
purging or calories. It ruins
your relationships with
everyone around you and all
you want is for everyone to
leave you alone and then they
do and all you want is for
everyone to love you again, but
they don’t. You don’t remember
who you were before it started
and slowly you become
someone you never thought
you would be. You end up
hating yourself even more.”

Don’t fall into the trap.
Anorexia and bulimia are
diseases that take lives.
Anorexia promises only one
thing – bones.

“Unfortunately the
internet can be a vehicle for
individuals to exploit
themselves and others. Sharing
images to encourage an eating
disorder such as anorexia
nervosa or bulimia is very
concerning and dangerous. A
person with an eating disorder
seeking out a blog or website
promoting such diseases is
only going to strengthen the
hold of an illness when an
individual is most vulnerable.
This type of internet
information can be potentially
life threatening. It is very
important that family members
and caretakers are made aware
of the existence of these sites
so they can monitor harmful
information for their loved one,”
said school nurse Mrs. Cindy
Ennes.

An eating disorder is
a disease, despite what
bloggers may think. “Eating
disorders are characterized by
a persistent pattern of
dysfunctional eating or dieting
behavior. These patterns of
eating behavior are associated
with significant emotional,
physical, and interpersonal
distress,” according to the
Academy of Eating Disorders
web.org (<http://
www.aedweb.org/About_
Eating_Disorders/1857.htm>).
The following information on
anorexia and bulimia was
provided by the school nurses’
office:
Anorexia Nervosa is an
obsession with self-imposed
starvation. Warning signs
include a fear of weight gain,
excessive weight loss, denial of
hunger and refusal to eat,
excuses for avoiding meals,
talking about food all the time,

excessive or compulsive
exercising, and stopped
menstrual periods. It also
includes feeling depressed or
isolated, and viewing one’s self
as fat even when very thin.
Other symptoms include
dizziness, loss of concentration,
irritability, insomnia, numbness
in hands and feet, and severe
depression. Infections and
bruises may not heal, and
anorexics may experience low
tolerance for cold weather,
excessive hair growth on the
body, low blood pressure,
irregular heartbeat, heart failure,
and dehydration which causes
strain on the kidneys.
Bulimia Nervosa is repeated
episodes of binge eating with
feelings of lack of control that
may be followed by purging
(using vomiting, laxatives, or
diuretics to avoid weight gain).
Individuals with bulimia may
appear normal or overweight.
Warning signs of bulimia
include preoccupation with
food and calories, secret eating
and hoarding food, feeling out
of control, bathroom trips
immediately after eating, eating
enormous, unhealthy meals
without weight gain, and dental
problems from acid on teeth.
Other symptoms include
fatigue, sore throat, ulcerated
esophagus, tooth decay, heart
disturbances, infected salivary
glands, dry skin from loss of
fluids, rash or skin eruptions,
constipation, water retention,
electrolyte imbalances, and
cramping.
Eating disorders can affect
anyone, anywhere. Most
anorexics and bulimics are
women, but 5-10 percent are
men.
People suffering from eating
disorders may have sunken
eyes, gray or yellowed skin, and
dry patchy hair. They most
likely have an intense fear of
gaining weight or becoming
“fat.”
“Eating disorders are serious.
They can be life threatening.
Many people (parents and kids)
ignore the signs until it is too
late. Girls with eating disorders
need medical and psychological
help to get through this. I say
girls, because in the past, it was
almost always girls who
suffered from eating disorders,
but recently more and more
boys are being diagnosed,” said
Ennes.

A pamphlet from Hahnemann Hospital in Philadelphia, Penn.
provides the following information on how relatives and friends
can help someone with an eating disorder:

1. Tell the person you are concerned about him/her. Let
him/her know that you are scared, that you care, and that
you’d like to help. He/she will be less defensive.

2. Do not discuss weight, the number of calories consumed,
or particular eating habits. Do not focus on looks or on how
he/she ought to eat or look. Try to discuss his/her feelings
(anger, hurt, sadness, disappointment).

3. Encourage him/her to talk to a parent, parent’s friend,
teacher, school councilor, ect. If he/she refuses, or becomes
angry, try helping him/her reach out to someone they feel
close to.

4. Do not say “you look terribly thin,” or “you’re too
skinny.” The person will interpret this to be a compliment.
He/she wants to be thin, thinner, and the thinnest. He/she
thinks the thinner the better.

5. Do not comment or compliment on their weight gain. “You
look good,” or “you look healthy” are things you may want
to say, but he/she will interpret this as “I must be fat.”

6. Try to remember that nothing will help him/her feel good
about him/herself except losing weight. There is only so much
a family member can do. This is frustrating when you care
about someone. You cannot make them eat. Try to find a
support group or educational meeting where you can share
your concerns.

See the school nurse for a full list of places that provide
help to those with eating disorders or for more information in
Massachusetts, contact:

Anorexia and Bulimia Care (ABC)
Massachusetts General Hospital

(617) 259 – 9767

Anorexia Nervosa and Associated Disorders Clinic
Children’s Hospital Medical Center

Massachusetts Eating Disorder Association
(617) 738-MEDA (6332)

eightypoundsandcounting.blogspot.com

Celebrities Nicole Richie, Katherine McPhee, Mary
Kate Olsen, Paula Abdul, Demi Lovato, Princess

Diana, Victoria Beckham, and most recently Demi
Moore have struggled with eating disorders
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Dancing with the Stars

By: Taylor Larson
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Townsend and “So You Think You Can Dance” star Peter Sabasino

Dancers are always
looking for ways to improve
their dance skills and
knowledge. For some, this means
signing up for a variety of dance
classes to expand their styles,
but for others it may mean
practicing for hours and hours.
When the opportunity to
experience first-hand teachings
of professional dancers and
choreographers presents itself,
what dancer says no?

For Bishop Feehan
freshman, Claire Townsend, this
opportunity presented itself
after her national competition
last July. Townsend and her
studio, Loral Sims’s School Of
Dance Studio 1&2, traveled to
Cape Cod, Mass. for the “Turn
It Up Dance Challenge”
nationals. After obtaining first
place in the novice teen solo
category for her Broadway jazz
routine, Townsend earned the
honor of serving as a teacher’s
assistant at the next Turn It Up
dance convention.

 Different dance
organizations, such as Turn It
Up, hold dance conventions
where well known dancers and
choreographers travel the
country stopping in hotels and
convention centers, providing
the opportunity for non-
professional dancers to
experience a full day of different
genres and techniques taught by
their idolized performers. It’s
hard to think of a better way for
dancers to improve themselves.

Townsend talked
about her exciting experience
working with a mix of stars from
FOX’s “So You Think You Can
Dance,” and other famous
dancers.

 Question: Where was the
convention you had the
opportunity to assist at and
when was it?

Answer: The convention was
on November 20th in Mystic,
Conn.
Q: Who did you assist?
A: I assisted Peter Sabasino,
Katee Shean, Sarah-Kay
Jerome, Adriana Falcon, Excel
Garner, and Ashley Galvin.
Q: What styles did you
participate in?
A: The styles I assisted with
were Broadway with Peter,
Contemporary with Katee,
Turns and Leaps with Sarah-
Kay, Audition dance with
Audriana, Street hip hop with
Excel, and Jazz with Ashley. It
was a full day.
Q: Who was your favorite
professional to work with?
A: I really liked dancing with
the jazz dancer (Ashley), who
was on “So You Think You Can
Dance.” Her style really
reminded me of my own and she
was really impressive!
Q: Did you have to prepare
beforehand with the teachers?
A: No, there wasn’t any
preparation. I learned the
dances along with all of the
other juniors at the same time.
Q: What did you do during the
convention?
A: My job with two other girls
in my section was to be a good
example for all of the junior
dancers (ages up to 13), and
stand in front of them. We also
performed the dance for them
when we split up into groups
and helped to lead the big
group warm-ups.
Q: How did you like the
experience and what did you
take away from it?
A: I loved the experience! Not
only was it a good way to help
with my skills but it showed me
how being a good example is
important. It gave me a chance
to work with amazing dancers!
Q: Where do you see yourself
going with dance in the future,

and in what ways will this
experience help you?
A: I’d really like to pursue
dancing as a career when I’m
older and my dream is
Broadway! By working with the
professionals I got a glimpse of
the life of a pro; how they

interact with younger dancers
and a chance to see what life
would be like if I become a pro
myself in the future.

At only 14, Townsend
plans to continue her passion
of dancing for years to come.

Dancers of all ages can greatly
benefit from an experience like
a convention, giving them a
chance to expand their skills
and grow as dancers. For more
information on “Turn It Up
Dance Challenge” conventions
and competitions visit <http://
turnitupdance.com/>.

Jersey Shore is Back

By: Courtney Dixon

Jersey Shore crew
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After four seasons,
Jersey Shore is coming to
Seaside Heights, N.J. once
again. Pauly “DJ Pauly D”
Delvecchio, Sammi
“Sweetheart” Giancola, Nicole
“Snooki” Polizzi, Ronnie Magro,
Vinny Guadagnino, Deena
Cortese, Jenni “JWOWW”
Farley, and Mike “The
Situation” Sorrentino are back
to leave their mark on the shore.
“Jersey Shore is one of my
favorite shows, I even watch the
repeats,” said Michelle Brant
(10).

As the season opens,
Mike already starts drama in the
shore house with Jionni
(Snooki’s current boyfriend),
and Snooki. “Mike needs to just
leave the house, no one likes
him anyways,” said Brianna
Loule (9). While the tensions
heat up between Snooki and the
boys, so does the heat among
the visitors, Ryder, The Unit,

and Pauly D, thanks to their
previous intimate relationships
with the ladies in the prior
season.

As the season
premieres, so do the Facebook
status’ about who’s whose
favorite and how dumb
someone can act on television.
“I think the show is hysterical. I
think it’s ridiculously funny,”
said teacher Mrs. Christine
Ravesi.

A survey of 100
students, consisting of ninth
through twelfth grades showed
that 68 percent watch Jersey
Shore. It also showed that of the
people who watch it, 49 percent
like it.

“The only reason I
watch Jersey Shore is because
I like the entertainment in it. It’s
just stupidity,” said Adonis
Capo (11).

In the same survey, 24
percent voted that Pauly D was

 their all time favorite male, along
with Snooki who was the
favorite female with 34 percent.
Coming in last with only 2
percent was Mike, “The
Situation.” The last 40 percent
was scattered over the other
cast members.

 “My favorite people
are Jenni and Pauly because
they seem like they have their
heads on their shoulders,” said
Droslynne Hebard (12).

As season 5
premieres, the drama continues
at the Jersey Shore house
where bottles are thrown, fist
fights break out, and the
entertainment never ends.
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Was the new Facebook change a good one?
By: Allie Gamache

Facebook has
changed its layout three times
in the last year, but will this
recent change drive people
away?

Facebook is a social
networking service and website
launched in February 2004,
operated and privately owned
by Facebook, Inc. As of July
2011[update], Facebook had more
than 800 million active users.
On Sept. 22, 2011, the creator of
Facebook, Mark Zuckerberg,
announced that Facebook
would change to become a
Timeline, and then on Dec. 6,
2011 this came to life as profile
layouts began to change.

“With the new layout,
I feel like I have too much on
my page. I don’t understand
why I need two pictures when
one is enough,” said Denzel
Santiago, a junior at Central
Falls High School.

The new layout offers
a cover photo, in which users
pick through any of their
photos and their choice
becomes the display over the
top of the user’s page with the
user’s profile pictures directly
under it.

“I hate the new
Facebook. I never really go on
and this new change is just
confusing and makes it even
worse to go on,” said Geoff
Sargent (11).

Timeline is wider than
the user’s old profile, and it’s a

lot more visual according to
Technolog on MSNBC.com
(<http: / / technolog.msnbc
.msn.com/_news/2012/01/17/
10175422-wil l -facebook-
a c t i o n s - m a k e - t i m e l i n e -
mandatory>). Everything on
Timeline is categorized as it
happened and users can go
back in time from when they first
joined Facebook to see old
posted comments and photos.

On a user’s timeline it
shows status updates, photos,
friendships made, as well as job
history, marital status changes,
and other information that
users recorded in your profile.

“I hate the timeline. I
haven’t switched over to it yet.
I like the old layout and the way
it’s configured,” said Blake
Lacasse (12).

In a survey taken of
100 AHS students who use
Facebook, 92 percent said they
didn’t like the new Facebook
change, while the other 8
percent said they either liked the
change or haven’t seen it yet.

22 percent were
freshmen, 18 percent
sophomores, 42 percent juniors,
17 percent seniors and 1 percent
was a staff member. 34 percent
of the surveys were taken by
males and 66 percent by female.

“I don’t like the new
timeline. I haven’t updated my
actual Facebook and my mobile
Facebook because I don’t want
to use it. I also don’t like how

people can view where I am. I
don’t want my peeps following
me!” said Spanish teacher Mr.
David Seavey.

90 percent of these
surveyed said that Facebook
should stop making changes to
the website.

“Facebook was
perfectly fine before. I don’t
know why they try to make it
better by adding pointless
apps and things to our pages
to make it more confusing,” said
Amanda Leek (9).

60 percent of survey
participants said they are
planning to switch to new
social networks such as Twitter
and Tumblr, while the other 40
percent will stay with
Facebook.

“I think Facebook has
competition with Twitter. I just
switched to Twitter and I am
addicted to it. I tweet all the time
and it’s easier to see what
people are up to,” said Megan
Gates (11).

“The new Facebook is
annoying and stupid and I
don’t use Facebook anymore
because it’s confusing,” said
Brooke Eklind (12).

“I hate the new
change. I think it’s worse now
because it feels like everyone
can see every little thing I do
and I don’t even go on
Facebook as much anymore,
because of how much it has

The new Facebook Layout
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MacBook Air
By: Allie Gamache

The new MacBook Air just released by Apple is
thinner, faster and allows more utilities, which makes it easier
for travel and to store. It also has a keyboard backlight so
when in low or no light, users can actually see what’s being
typed. Flash, is a new MacBook storage feature, which allows
the computer to start up in almost no time and access data
more quickly. It also gives MacBook Air the astonishing
ability to remain in standby mode for up to 30 days. Additional
highlights include a high resolution camera, FaceTime to
computer and mobile devices, and higher quality stereo
speakers, which makes the MacBook much better than any
other Mac out there.

Netflix
By: Alanis Tirabassi

Netflix on the Nintendo Wii

Netflix: a video rental
service, allows customers to
stream unlimited movies for the
low price of only $7.99 a month.
Anyone can sign up with Netflix
whether it is through a
computer, on a game console
such as Wii, Play Station 3, Xbox
360, by mail, or just on a
television.

comedy, horror, drama, thrillers,
action and adventure, and even
children and family.
“I like using Netflix the most
when I have friends over, we
always laugh watching a
comedy,” said Teagan Tirabassi
(9).
A unique thing about Netflix is
that it also provides television
episodes, music\musicals, as
well as fitness and health
programs.
 Most local stores that provide
movie rentals are almost
obsolete. Netflix has few
competitors like Blockbuster
and Redbox, which are
sometimes hard to find.
Although Blockbuster has few
stores in business, a person can
still rent online. Redbox is only
offered by Cumberland Farms,
Stop and Shop, or CVS.
“One thing I didn’t like about
Netflix was the fees for movies
online; my subscription is

currently on hold,” said AHS
Multimedia teacher Mr. Allen
Makepeace.
With movie rental services, a
person is expected to return a
movie within a few days, if not,
a fee is changed daily, with
Netflix there is no due date.
Subscribing to Netflix gives
customers the opportunity to
watch a movie over and over
without having to return it or
worrying about paying a fee.
This offers the chance to finish
a movie that might have been
interrupted.
“Being a college student on a
budget, having the
convenience of Netflix has
made renting movies easier.
Since I do not have my car on
campus, Netflix is suitable to
my dorm needs, and I don’t
have to go out of my way to
rent a movie that has to be
returned to the store three days
later,” said Shandon Corrigan,
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“The great thing about Netflix
is that you don’t have to wait
to watch the movie you want,
you can watch it instantly,”
said Rachel Marcoccio (10).
Netflix is convenient for anyone
who is interested in watching
all different categories of
movies. Netflix offers over
twenty diverse movie groups
including new arrivals,

an AHS ‘09 alumni and junior
at Framingham State
University.
“I like Netflix because I can find
science documentaries without
having to buy or return them,”
said AHS biology teacher Mr.
Greg Finale.

In comparison to
going to the movies, Netflix is
a lot cheaper. Just to see one
movie alone in theater for two
people, the cost could be over
$20 not including snacks.
Customers can also watch
movies anytime of the day,
unlike having to wait for the
theater time.

“I use Netflix quite
often to watch many different
movies,” said AHS Spanish
teacher Mr. José Rodriguez.

To sign up for Netflix,
go to www.Netflix.com or call
1-877-742-1480. The first month
is free and the subscription can
be cancelled at anytime. 11


